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Content 

– Detailed modelling and current practice 

 

– Understanding condensation predictions 

 

– Future Research 

 

– Forthcoming Guidance Tool 



Building Performance 

– So what do we know 

 

– How do we currently 

measure in use performance 

 

– What mechanisms are in 

place 

 

– How accurate are they 



How do the Regulations Deal with it ? 

Building Regulations 

–  Renewal of a thermal element 

 

– Consequential Improvements 

 

– Cost effective, technically 

feasible – Skills or guidance to 

assess ? 
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Refurbishment Options
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1960 Bungalow

1980 Detached

Period Detached

Period End with extension

1985 Mid flat - electric

1985 Mid flat - gas

2002 Mid terrace

Period end terrace

1950s semi-detached

Period mid terrace

60% reduction for a 

period end-terrace, 

but the home is still 

well behind 2002 

stock 



Calculation procedure 

– Steady state 

– Regional weather data 

– No consideration for wind driven rain 

– No measurement of Rh of the existing wall 

– Limited evaluation of the actual wall construction. 



Glaser profile through wall 



Three winter days 
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Three summer days 
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State of the structure 











– Existing performance 

 

– Moisture in the mortar 

 

– Surface evaporation 



Non open fibre Insulation 

– Increased Rh 

 

– Surface condensation 

 

– Moisture trapped behind 

insulation 



Open Fibre Insulation 

– Stabilises wall over time 

 

– Build up at interface 

passes through 

insulation 

 

– Proper design and 

materials used – 

evaporation of moisture 



Guidance 

 

– Looks at the existing 

stock profile in Wales 

 

– Construction types 

 

– Age Band 

 

– Location 

 



  



  





– House Type 

 

– Guide to construction 

 

– Issues  with construction type 

 

– Opportunities for improvement 

 

– Risk indication 



– Risk assessment 

 

– Getting it wrong 

 

– Type of approach to improvement 

 

 



– Format  

 

– Type of content 

 

– Technical appendix 

 

– Pull out sheets or other 





Future Research 

 

 



 Technical 

– To carry out an initial comprehensive review and consolidate  the existing 
knowledge base on factors affecting the efficacy of solid wall insulation in the 
UK (and other countries).  

 

– To carry out appropriate investigations to understand the key factors affecting 
the heat losses from solid walls.  

 

– To  collect empirical data on energy consumption in solid wall houses, savings 
from SWI, heating patterns and building properties, using it to improve 
modelling assumptions, and if possible improve overall self-consistency of the 
data and the predictability of the models; monitoring SWI installations for 
energy consumption and temperatures pre and post installation.  

 

– To investigate any remaining gap between modelled and actual energy 
consumption data, and better understand the role of occupant behaviour on 
energy consumption and more particularly savings (e.g. comfort taking) across 
occupant groups (eg fuel poor, high energy users). 

 



– To investigate the methodologies for both measuring and 
calculating U values; and  to make recommendations for their 
improvement; 

 

– By examining reports from current post-insulation monitoring 
projects (eg CESP, TSB), to develop an approach to monitoring and 
investigating unintended consequences. 

  

– To develop a rapid and accurate method for measuring solid wall U-
value in-situ (eg an instrument that GD assessors could use within 
1-2 hours to determine the U-value of a particular wall).  

 



             Final Thought 





                  Questions 


